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Comparing the sustainability of Structured Products
The structured products’ sustainability rating is based on the weighted average of the
sustainability ratings of the two main components of a structured product:
- The issuer
- The underlying(s)
The issuer and the underlying(s) are rated according to existing WM sustainability rating
methodologies for funds, ETFs, bonds, equities and indices.
To determine the weights to be allocated to the issuer and the underlying, we follow the principle
of the tracking of investment proceeds in the structured product and exposures generated by the
product.
We identify 3 types of structured products: structures with call/put options (bullish, bearish or
outperformance structures), delta 1 structures and structures with a neutral ESG underlying (e.g.
forex or interest rates)
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A rating dependent of the features of the product
Bullish, bearish and
outperformance structures
The issuers and underlying(s)’
sustainability ratings weights
equally 50% each, with caps on
rating implemented in some
cases (cf. p.3)

Delta 1 structures
The underlying’s sustainability
rating weight equals 100% in the
final rating, with caps in rating
implemented in some cases (cf.
p.3)

Structures with a neutral ESG
underlying (ie forex or interest rates)

The issuer’s sustainability rating
weight equals 100% in the final
rating
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A 4-step methodology
The aim is to assess all structured products, whether sustainable or not.
The ratings of the issuer and of the underlying are retrieved from
existing WM sustainability rating methodologies for funds, ETFs,
bonds, equities and indices. These methodologies follow the same logic
and a common approach across all asset classes.
Interest rates, forex or commodities exposures are not rated
sustainability-wise (except oil - Brent & WTI rated 0).
An initial clover rating is assigned according to specific calculation
rules depending on the structure of the product (bullish, bearish
and outperformance structures / delta 1 structures / structures
with a neutral ESG underlying)
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The final number of clovers assigned to a structured product is subject to
our mandatory criteria. If these criteria are not met, the number of
clovers corresponding to the final score is reduced. The mandatory
criteria depend on the structure of the product :
• Bullish, bearish and outperformance structures / Delta 1 structures
/ Structures with a neutral ESG underlying) :
- Cap at 4 clovers if the issuer or one of the underlyings is rated
below 5 clovers
- Cap at 1 clover if the issuer or more than 50% of the underlying
is rated 0 clover
- Bearish structures are capped at 1 clover
- Cap at 0 clover if the issuer and 100% of the underlying are
rated 0 clover
• Delta 1 structures :
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- Cap at 1 clover when the issuer is rated 0 clover

The final clover rating is assigned to the structured product and is
unique throughout WM.
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Key points
• This methodology measures the sustainability level of all recommended structured products, whether
responsible or not. It is a proprietary and exclusive methodology.
• It rates and compares, in an objective way, the sustainability of structured products of various
authorized issuers.
• It follows the same logic and a common approach across all asset classes in order to compare all financial
instruments (funds, equities, bonds, etc.) in a portfolio.
• Structured Products with a maturity of less than one year are not integrated in this sustainability rating.
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